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It started out like any other morning on the train - until I became mesmerized by the guy sitting

across the aisle. He was barking at someone on his phone like he ruled the world. Who did the

stuck-up suit think he was...God? Actually, he looked like a god. That was about it. When his stop

came, he got up suddenly and left. So suddenly, he dropped his phone on the way out. I might have

picked it up. I might have gone through all of his photos and called some of the numbers. I might

have held on to the mystery man's phone for days, until I finally conjured up the courage to return it.

When I traipsed my ass across town to his fancy company, he refused to see me. So, I left the

phone on the empty desk outside the arrogant jerk's office. I might have also left behind a dirty

picture on it first, though. I didn't expect him to text back. I didn't expect our exchanges to be hot as

hell. I didn't expect to fall for him - all before we even met.
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Vi Keeland! I LOVE HERPenelope Ward! I LOVE HERThe two of them together! WAS GENIUS!!

WAS EXPLOSIVE!!THEN THAT COVER. THAT COVER. LET US JUST SIT BACK AND BOW

DOWN!1. THE FACE, I LOVE HIM2. BEARD I WANT RAZOR BURN3. THE SHIRT, THE NECK,

THE FOREARM: I WANT TO MARRY HIM4. THE WATCH..I WANT TO HAVE HIS BABIESThen

the waiting started. I emailed, I begged, I pleaded, I almost cried for this book. I wanted this book so

bad..AND THEN ARCS CAME OUT!!!I RAN AROUND THE HOUSE SAYING I WON I WON I

WON!This book takes place in my favourite city ever. New York City.It started out like any other



morning on the train.Until I became mesmerized by the guy sitting across the aisle.If you have ever

taken the train in New York at rush hour you know that it's crowded, to say the very least. It's stuffy

and everyone basically minds their own business.But he caught her eye. His barking tone, his

beautiful face, the fact that he played with his watch while in his own world.Everything about him

screamed superior to her. Everything inside of her was drawn to him. Entranced by her thoughts

she didn't see him leave, but she did spot his phone that he left behind!I might have picked it up.OH

BOY THIS IS GOING TO BE GOOD!!!!She is sitting at her desk with the phone burning a hole in her

pocket. It's like she is walking around with a detonator in her pocket, she's so afraid.Till she picks it

up and goes through it!She does what every single woman would have done, she checks his

pictures, she checks his contacts.
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